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Low-energy scattering for Schrodinger operators of the type H= -d $ I’ in 
L’(R) with ]R d.x V(u) = 0 is considered. The possibility of zero-energy eigenstates 
of H is taken into account explicitly. In particular, a Laurent expansion for the 
transition operator and recursion relations for its coefficients are provided and the 
leading behaviour of the scattermg operator is given in all possible cases. (’ 19x7 
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1. TNTRODUCTION 
In [2] a detailed study of low-energy scattering for one-dimensional 
systems of the type 
H= -A i 2, V, &)E R\{O) (1.1) 
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has been given under the conditions 
V real valued, s dx e”lr’l V(x)1 < cc 
for some a > 0 (1.2) 
R 
and 
s dx V(x) # 0. (1.3) w 
Also the possibility of zero-energy eigenstates of H has been included. 
Whereas the exponential fall-off of V in (1.2) can be relaxed (as has been 
discussed in Section 6 of [2]), the condition (1.3) has been essential in [2]. 
Based on some results obtained in [3] we now get rid of this requirement 
by discussing the Hamiltonian ( 1.1) under condition (1.2) and 
i 
dx V(x) = 0. (1.4) 
R 
The equality (1.4) is important, e.g., in the study of low-energy scattering 
by point interactions of the type 
(1.5) 
(i.e., “dipoles” centered at yip [w). As will be explained in a forthcoming 
monograph [I], the idea is to approximate (1.5) as E + 0, in norm 
resolvent sense by short range Hamiltonians H, defined as 
H,: = -A + 1 n,(E) E -* V,(( . -yj)/&), E>O (1.6) 
with lj real-analytic near E = 0 and V, obeying conditions (1.2) (this can be 
improved considerably) and particularly (1.4). 
Relying on ideas of [3] we first discuss in Section 2 the zero-energy 
properties of H and present the case distinctions occurring through the 
possibility of threshold eigenstates of H. Low-energy (Laurent or Taylor) 
expansions for the transition operator and recursion relations for the coef- 
ficients associated with this expansion are derived in Section 3. Since the 
details of these sections considerably differ from those in the case 
jrw dx V(x) # 0, we give a complete presentation. In contrast to Sections 2 
and 3 the low-energy expansion of the on-shell scattering operator and 
these relations such as Levinson’s theorem exhibit great similarities to their 
counterparts in the case Jlw dx V(x) # 0 of [2]. Therefore we restrict our- 
selves to a short treatment of this material in Section 4. 
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Together with [2] this paper offers a detailed study of one-dimensional 
scattering theory around threshold, including uil possibilities of threshold 
eigenstates, for short-range systems obeying condition ( 1.2) (If one is 
interested in asymptotic expansions instead of Laurent expansions. this 
condition can be relaxed to SK cl-r (1 + I.ul”)I V(.Y)~ < x for suitable p 3 2 
depending on the order of the asymptotic expansions involved). 
2. ZERO-ENERGY PROPERTIES OF H 
Throughout this section let V be a real-valued, measurable function on R 
satisfying 
s d,u( 1 + IX]*) 1 V(x)/ < co, ! ’ d.Y V(x) = 0. (2.1) R 12 
The Schrodinger Hamiltonian H in L’(R) is then given as the form sum 
H = Ho i i,,, V, &,E[W\jO), 
Hz-I’ 
(2.2) 
0 (1.X * 
on 9(H) = H’,*( [w). 
We introduce the notation 
v(x) = / V(x)\ I;*, u(x) = 1 V(.Y)\ ‘,’ sign V(x) (2.3) 
and we define the transition operator T(k) in L’(R) as 
T(k) = (1 + 2’ uR,(k) u) ‘, Imk30,k#O,k’$a,(H). (2.4) 
Here 
R,(k)=(H,-k”) ‘, Imk>O, (2.5) 
denotes the unperturbed resolvent with kernel 
R,(k, x, y) = (i/2k) e’k”- ‘I. (2.6) 
To analyze the behavior of T(k) near k = 0 in the case (u, u) = 0 we need 
additional definitions. First, we recall that to isolate the first order pole in 
R,(k) as k -+ 0, we decompose it as [4] 
uR,(k) v= (i/2k) P-t M(k), Im k30, k#O, (2.7) 
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where P is defined by 
P = (II; ) 24 (Q=l-P). (2.8) 
Here M(k) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for Im k 30. In particular 
M(0) = M, has the integral kernel 
M,(k, x, y)= -2 -‘u(x) (x--y] u(y). (2.9) 
Next, following [S], we introduce 
P=c-‘PM,, c = (II, M,u), Q=l-r, (2.10) 
and note that conditions (2.1) imply that c > 0 since 1,~ - yl is conditionally 
strictly negative [4]. 
Now, we are in the position to examine the zero-energy behavior of H. 
We start with 
LEMMA 2.1. Let V satisjj conditions (2.1). Assume that ,I0 oM,& = 
-4 ,for some C$ E L’(R) and define 
ljl(x) = -c ’ &(u, %4) -2 ‘& ?^, &l-x- yl u(y) &y). (2.11) 
Then 
(i) II/, ( ) $’ E L L (R) and H$ = 0 in the sense of distributions. 
(ii) t/j $ L”(R). 
(iii) u(.u) $(-u) = -&.Y) a.e. 
(iv) $+( ‘4’(4 M$$) -2 ‘Ww/lxl) (( . ) u, 4) E L*(R), (2.12) 
$( fm) = -c ‘&(u, M&h) + 2p’E,,((. ) 0, c)), (2.13) 
IS unique and thus all nonzero eigenualues of Lo oM,(?J are 
simpllV) ’ 
ProqfI Clearly rj E L&(R). Since (21, 4) = 0 we get 
(l(x) = -c ‘j.,(u,M~d)~2~‘j”,((.)I;.~)-I,I‘ dy(x-y)o(y)&y). 
inr 
(2.15) 
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Take, e.g., x > 0. Then 
proves Eq. (2.13) and the fact that $ E L ‘ (I??). From 
(u$)(x) = -c ‘A,(v, M,?,d) U(X) + E.,,(M,,~)(.Y) 
= -ibo(BA4,~)(x) + E.,(M,~)(x) 
= &(QM,d)(,~) = j.,,(QM,,Qd)(.r) = -4.~) 
we get (iii). Equation (2.11) shows that $ E AC,,,(R) (the set of locally 
absolutely continuous functions on KY) implying 
and hence $’ E AC,,,(R). Thus 
t)“(x) = -i,, I!(X) 4(x) = 2, V(x) $(.r) a.e. 
From Eq. (2.11) we also infer 
+2 ‘i.,, (2.17) 
Since $EL”(R) we obtain -~i‘f~. ~YL’(~)~(L.)EL’(R) and hence 
( . ) $’ E L ’ (R) implying (i). 
Next, we define 
Then 
‘J(x) = l)(x) + c ‘AJo, M&)-2 ‘i.,(.rl.rl)((. ) 0, 4). 
‘J(x)= --2~~‘i,i‘&[I.Y- 1’1 - Ix/ $(X/1X1) y] v(y)qqy) 
(2.18) 
=d 
f, 
MY - -xl V(Y) IL(Y), x p 0, 
1 
where we have used (iii). Take, e.g., .Y > 0. Using $ E L ‘-(5X) we arrive at 
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A similar argument works for x < 0. This proves (2.12) and, starting from 
Eq. (2.16) also (2.14). Hence (iv) is proved. Finally, if tj E L’(R) then 
(0, M&j) = (( . ) II, 4) = 0 implies, using Eq. (2.15), that 
Hence $ = 0 since this type of Volterra operator is quasi nilpotent. Thus we 
get (ii). For the same reasons r/j is unique implying (v). 1 
The converse of Lemma 2.1 can be formulated as 
LEMMA 2.2. Let conditions (2.1) he satisfied. Assume that $ E L”(R) 
,fi@lls H$ = 0 in the sense of distributions and define 
&s)=u(x) --c ‘i.,(o, M&$)-2 ‘i, dy’lx-y( V(y) Ii/(y) . (2.19) 
i i w I 
Then 4 E L’(R), i.,, ob~I,~@$ = -4 and again (ii)-(v) of Lemma 2.1 hold. 
Proof: We have 4 E L2( R) since 
j-R d.Y V(x)1 [j, clx’1.u - x’l I V(x’)l l$(x’)jj2 
aHI’,~ll(~)z~l/l II~ll:+311(~) VII: //~Il,)<~. 
Next, we define 
Y(s) = c ‘i,,( u, M$A)) + 2 ‘2, d+ - Y KY) NY) (2.20) 
such that U(X) Y(X) = -4 a.e. Since YE AC,,,(R) we get 
YyY)=?~li,I‘ 
7. 
dy V(y)$(y-2p’i.,,~X dy V(y)+(y). (2.21) 
\ 
Hence Y’ E AC,,,,.(R) and 
Y” = 2, V(x) I/I(X) = $“(x) a.e. 
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Thus 
Y(x) = l)(x) + as + h (2.22 ) 
for certain constants (I, h. Since H = 0 in the sense of distributions we have 
for certain constants d,), (f, 
’ -2 ‘2, 
c dyy V(:)+(y)+2 ‘i,, ^’ dyy V(y)lc/(y). (2.23) % J I 
Let x+ +co. Then 
and I/IEL~(R) show that 
cl, =o=j dy V(y) $(J’). (2.24) 
R 
Hence 
a = lim s ‘Y(X) = +2 ‘A0 
J & V(.v)Ic/(.1’)=0. 
(2.25) 
v-if Ii 
Next, we note that 
p+ -( ‘i,( u, M&lC/) u + c ~‘&Ju(I., M;u$)=O 
implies 
o=pqk -pu y= -&$-h& 
--(’ ‘(V,Mozf$)U-C~ ‘h(v, M,u)u. 
Thus 
(2.26) 
h= -(zi, MO24 l/b) 
=?-‘I dxdy V(- )I y #J’ x-L’1 
(2.27) 
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From 
we get 
and 
(2.29) 
implying $I’( +x) = 0. Using $ E L( Rx) together with assumption (2.1), we 
immediately see that Eq. (2.29) implies 
x p 0. 
Finally we compute 
=j d-x V(x)1,j(x)-2~‘[44 -co)+$(co)] j dx V(x)=O. (2.30) 
R R 
Thus Y = $ and u$ = -d a.e. Moreover 
$h=c -‘&(u, Mgp)u-A, M,q5=& PA4’)qi-loMoqs= -&M,& 
since BI$ = 0. 1 
Given Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we distinguish the following cases in the zero- 
energy behavior of H. Under conditions (2.1) for the potential we have 
Case I. 1 is not an eigenvalue of &~A4,~ (i.e., H has no zero-energy 
resonance). 
Case II. 1 is a simple eigenvalue of &QM,Q, &QM,&r5, = -d, for 
some do E L2( R) (i.e., H has a zero-energy resonance) and 
(a) c, = 0, c2 # 0 or 
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(b) (‘, #O, c,=O or 
(c) c, # 0, (‘2 # 0. 
where 
c, = (’ ‘(k M&J, (‘2 =2 ‘(( ) l’, $4,). (2.31 ) 
Remark 2.1. (a) In Cases II(a)-(c) there exists precisely one 
resonance function eO$ L”(R) (up to multiplicative constants) given by 
Eq. (2.11). Since nonzero eigenvalues of aMoo are simple and H cannot 
have zero-energy boundstates (i.e., (3, and cZ do not vanish simultaneously) 
the above list of case distinctions is complete. 
(b) On one hand one observes a formal similarity of Cases I and II 
in Eq. (2.31) with their analogs in [2] if (u, c) #O. On the other hand one 
sees that the conditions (u, P) = 0 and (u, c) #O lead to quite different 
eigenvalue problems associated with E.,,DM,,& respectively, iloQMOQ. 
3. REWRSION RELATWNS FOR TRANSITION MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we give a detailed study of the low-energy behavior of the 
transition operator T(k) in Cases I and II. Our final goal is to derive recur- 
sion relations for the coefficients of its Laurent series around k = 0. 
First, we note 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume condition (2.1) und let c E C\ (0 ) be small enough. 
Then the norm concergen t expunsion 
(1 +&, QM,Q+c) ‘=E ‘p,,+ c (--G)‘I T;;+’ (3.1) 
holds. Here PO denotes the projector onto the (at moxt one-dimensional 
eigenspuce of &DM,e to the eigenvulue - 1. 
where 
P, = 0 in Case I, 
PO = (4,;) q& in Cases II(a)-(c), 
(3.2 
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T, denotes the resolvent, i.e., 
7,,=n-!l_mo(l +&QM,Q+E)~’ Q,, po= 1 -P,. (3.4) 
Proof: Since nonzero eigenvalues of &M,o are simple by Lemma 2.1 
we get expansion (3.1). It remains to determine the structure of P,. For 
that purpose we define 
P=cAI4,P, 0=1-P. 
From 
@4,=M,[l-c~‘PM,]=M,Q 
we get P,, as follows. The eigenvalue equation 
Q2~~‘~~0 = -do3 &4l= d” 
implies 
j-&foC!~o~o = -MO& 
Since (o, M,,bo) = 0 such that 
PM, 4” = M,,j?& = 0, &(Modo) = M”40 
we obtain 
The relation 
(sign V) QM,Q(sign V) = (QM,Q)* 
then proves (3.2) and (3.3). We also note that 
since PqS,, = 0 is equivalent to 
(v, (bo) = 
s 
dx u(x) &(x) = 0. 
R 
Ix - y ‘I V(Y) $(Y)>O 
(3.7) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Hence conditionally strict negativity of Ix - yl yields Eq. (3.7). From now 
on we assume the normalization (&, 40) = 1. 1 
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Before we start investigating 7’(k) near li = 0 we collect some formulas 
which will turn out to be useful in the sequel: 
P2 = 0. (3.8) 
&b,, = 0, (t., 40 1 = 0, (3.9) 
PP, = P,, P = 0, (G Mod,,) = 03 (3.10) 
PM, = T,, PM, = PT,, MC, = PM. T,, , (3.11) 
PT,= T,P= P, T,Q= T,,-f’=QTo> QT,,P=PT,Q=O, (3.12) 
PP,= P,B=O, QPo=P,D=P,,, (3.13) 
PP= P, PQ=P, QP=O, (3.14) 
PP=O, PQ=P, (3.15) 
PT,,= T,p=P, T&j= T,-P=oT,,, QTJ~=PT~Q==~, (3.16) 
~QdWo = Qo~WJ, = 0, (3.17) 
-jL, Pc,M,,P,, = p,,, (3.18) 
-i,, M, P, = P,, - r., PM,, P,,. (3.19) 
From now on we strengthen the assumptions (2.1) to 
J d.x e”“‘I V(x)1 < s for some CI > 0. ! ‘. du V( x ) = 0. (3.20) R R 
Then M(k) is analytic with respect to k in the region Im k > -u/2 and the 
&$(L’( R))-norm convergent expansion 
M(k)= i (&)““‘n 
II = 0 
(3.21) 
holds. Here the M,, are Hilbert-Schmidt operators with kernels 
M,,(x, y) = -2 ‘u(x) y;‘!‘;; ’ u(y), n = 0, 1,. 
n 
(3.22) 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume conditions (3.20). Then T(k) has the following 
norm convergent Laurent (resp. Taylor) expansion uround k = 0, 
T(k)= f (ik)“t,,, 
,I = 2 
0 < 1 kj small enough, (3.23) 
where q = 0 in Case I and q = - 1 in Cases II(a)-(b). 
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Proof: Take k E C\ { 0} small enough. 
Case I. 
T(k) = [ 1 + (i&/2k)(u;) u + &M(k)] -’ 
= [P+ 0 +&M(k) - (iE$2k) cp- (iQ2k) PM(‘)(k)]--’ 
x [ 1 - (ii,,/2k) P], (3.24) 
where 
and 
M”“‘(k) = i (ik)“M,,, m = 1, 2,..., 
I, = ,>1 
[ 1 + (iR,/2k)(u; ) U] ~ ’ = 1 - (il,/2k)(u; ) u 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
have been used. Rewriting (3.24) we get 
T(k)= {l + @+(l -(ii;c/2k)p] ~‘[&M(k)-(i@,/2k) PM”‘(k)]}-’ 
x[Q+(l-(i3$/2k)P] -‘Cl-(i&/2k)P]. 
From 
[ 0 + ( 1 - (iQ/2k) 1”] ’ = [ 1 - (i@/2k) p] -~ ’ = 0 + [2k/( 2k - j@)] p 
(3.28) 
we infer 
T(k) = { 1 + i&&M(k) + [2k&/(2k - i$c)] PM(k) 
- [ii.$(2k - i@)] PM(‘)(k)} ~~ ’ 
x {o+ [2k/(2k-i@)] i’-[i&/(%k-i@)] P}. (3.29) 
Using Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain 
T(k)= [l +A, &W,+ O(k)]-‘@+(I.,c)-’ P+O(k)] 
=(l +i., ~M,~)-‘[o+(& c)-’ P-C-‘~M,P]+O(k), (3.30) 
since 
(1 +A0 QM,P)-‘= 1 -A, QM,P. (3.31) 
Ca.se II. Starting from Eq. (3.29) we get 
T(k)= (1 + [1 + A, Q&t- (2ikl’i”,‘,C~)] ‘[A ‘.(, QM, 
+(2ik/E.,c)M,-k(ik/c) PM,+O(k')J) ' 
x [l + j,,, oM,,+ (2ik/@)] '[Q + (A,,c) ' P+ (2ik/i$)]. (3.32) 
Using expansion (3.1) and relations (3.13) (3.16) one derives after some 
calculations 
(1 +io QM,+c) ’ = (1 + & Q&Q + E) ’ 
x [l +i,,, QM,P(l i-l” QMOQ+s) -‘] ’ 
-I: ‘i,) P,,M(‘+ (1 +F) ‘EL” P,)M,,P 
+ i (-&)“T;+‘[l -(I +c) ‘E., Q&P]. (3.33) 
t, = 0 
Insertion of (3.33) with E = (2ik/3.:c) into (3.32) yields 
T(k) = { 1 + [ - (Aic/2ik) P,M,, + O( 1 )][iki.” QM’ 
f(2ik/l.,,c)M,+(ik/c) PM, +0(/v)]) ' 
x [-(i”~~/2ik)P,,M,+O(l)][~+(/1,~) ‘P+(2ik/$c)]. (3.34) 
It remains to invert an operator of the type 1 + P,,B for some bounded 
operator B 
(l+P,,B) ' = 1 -t& I1 + Bl 40, ‘(B*d,A 40 (3.35) 
as long as (&, [ 1 + B] c/q,) # 0. In our case 
B= -E.;:~[(~,/~)M,~M,+(/I,c) ‘M;+(2c) 'MoPM,]. (3.36) 
From 
-(Aic/2) P,Mo~M,P,=(E~~c/2)P,M,P,, (3.37) 
t&b Ml 40) 
= - G%J ‘I(( ) u, 4o)l’ + (2~) IOf; Q)o, u)(( ) u, &A(. ) u, u), (3.38) 
-A;P,M;P,= -i~P,M,~'M,P,-~~P,M,~M"P, 
= -i;PM,PM,P,-P", (3.39) 
t&3> wm, 40) = c-’ (J”, M,u)(u, M:,#,)=c-‘Ku, M;4”)I’, (3.40) 
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($07 M,PM, 4%) = tdo~ M,u)(u, M, AA (3.41) 
(u, M, CM = 2-‘(( ) 0, u)((. ) u, 40) (3.42) 
(note that we use (q?,, &,) = 1) we infer 
($dl +B]&J= -qyq2c,, (3.43) 
where 
c’o=[2c 21(u,M;;~o)12+2~‘l((.)u,~o)~2]~‘=2~’[IC,I2+IC212]~’ 
(3.44) 
and c0 < cc since c, and cz do not vanish simultaneously. Inserting these 
results into (3.34) we finally arrive after straightforward manipulations at 
T(k)= -(ik) ‘c,P,[l-cm’M,P]+0(1) 
= -(ik))‘c,P,Q+U(l). 1 (3.45) 
Next, we derive recursion relations for the coefficients t,, in the Laurent 
series (3.23) for T(k) by following the strategy of [2, Section 31. 
In the following let k E C\{ 0}, Ikl sufficiently small. From 
T(k) = 1 - (&/2k) PT(k) - &M(k) T(k) (3.46) 
we get by (3.10) 
Q(k) = Q. T(k) = Q. - (ilJ2k) PQ(k) -& QoM(k) T(k). (3.47) 
Employing 
[ 1 + (ii,/2k) P] ’ = 1 - (i&/2k) P (3.48) 
and introducing 
P(k) = P, Z-(k), T(k) = P(k) + Q(k) (3.49) 
we arrive at 
Q(k) = Cl - (W2k) PI Qo - 1, Q,WkNP(k) + Q(k)1 + (W2k) cf’Q(k) 
+ (i@2k) PM”‘(k)[P(k) + Q(k)]. (3.50) 
Inserting formula (3.28) into (3.50) then yields 
510 
Q(k) = eQll + [2k/(2k - iigc)] P - [ii,,/(2k - ii&.)] P 
- [2ki,,/(2k ~ ii&-)] h‘fMoP(k) 
-i,, jQ + [2k/(2k - ii&)] B) QoM”‘(k) P(k) 
+ [ii,?,/(2k - ii&*)] PM"'(k) P(k) 
- A0 QQohfo~(k) - [2kr.,,/(2k - iic?,~)] PA~,,Q(~) 
- io{ 0 + [2k/(2k - ii;c)] P) QoM"'(k) Q(k) 
+ [ii.$(Zk - iiic)] PM"'(k) Q(k). (3.51) 
Splitting up 
- & QQdb~(k) = - lb" Qo@%~Q(k) - 4, QQ~QQ(~) (3.52) 
and using (cf. Eq. (3.4)) 
n-!irx Q,,(l +4, t%f,~+c:) ‘Q(k)= T,,Q(k), (3.53) 
we get 
Q(k)= Too+ [2k/(2k-iI&)] T,,P- [i&/(2k-iE,ic)] T,,P 
~ [2k1,/(2k - iiic)] T,,PMc,P(k) 
-&To{ 0 + [2k/(2k - ii.;c)] P} Q,+"'(k) P(k) 
+ [il;/(2k ~ iE&)] T,PM"'(k) P(k) - E.,,T,&4,~Q(k) 
- [2ki,/(2k - ii;c)] T,,i%f,Q(k) 
-I.,, To{0 + [2k/(2k - G.ic)] P) M"'(k) Q(k) 
+ [il$/(2k - i@)] T,PM"'(k) Q(k). ( .54) 
Finally, from relations (3.16) we infer 
(1 +A, T,QM,P)~‘= I -& 7-(&4,P (3.55) 
and hence 
Q(k)=T,,QQo+ [2k/(2k-dic)][l -3., T,~M,P] P 
- [iA,/@-ii;c)][l -do T,&M,P] P 
~ 1, T,$Q,,M"'(k) P(k) 
- [2kA”/(2kLiQ)][l -A0 T,@4,P] PM(k) P(k) 
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+ [iE.$(2k - iI&)][l -A, TO&MOP] PM”‘(k) P(k) 
- 20 ~o&2oM”‘(W Q(k) 
- [(2k &/(2/c - iRic)][l - %, To&MOP] FM(k) Q(k) 
+ [i4/(2k-il;c)][l -A, T,&W,p] PM”‘(k) Q(k). (3.56) 
Rewriting Eq. (3.56) as 
where 
Q(k) = PO(~) - Q,(k) f’(k) - Qz(k) Q(k), (3.57) 
Q,(k)= f (ik)“F,,, (3.58) 
I, = 0 
Q,(k)= 1 (ik)“K,> (3.59) 
,I= I 
Q?(k)= 1 (ik)“L,,, (3.60) 
I, = I 
we get 
b= CdQ,,+ (&c) -'Cl -j.,~d?~,l p, (3.61) 
F,,= (, - 1)” ‘(2/j*,‘,c)“[l -&,ToQMo] i’ 
+ (- 1)“(~~~~)~‘(2/J~(?,c)“[l -l.,,ToQMo] P, n3 1, 
,I~ I 
K,,=~“oT,,~M,,P,,+~“o c (- l)‘lprn ‘(2/A,+)“+‘” 
1?1 = 0 
x [ 1 - ;.. To &Lf,] PM,,, PO 
+c-’ i (- l)nmn’(2/A~c)“pm[1 -&T,QM,] PM,P,, n31 
nz= I 
(3.62) 
II- I 
L,,=3.,T,~M,,Q0+3., c (-l)“-‘“~‘(2/i,~c)“-“’ 
x [ 1 - A0 ToDMo] PMoQo 
+c-’ i (- 1)“~“‘(2/~~~)“~“‘[1 -Ao7’,~Mo] pM,Q,, n>, 1. 
I?,= I 
(3.63) 
Next we turn to P(k). We have 
P(k) = P,, T(k) = P,, ~ i,,P,,M,,P(k) - ik i,,P,,M, P(k) - i.,,P,,M”‘(k) P(k) 
-;,,P,,M,,Q(k)-E.,,P,,M”‘(k) Q(k). (3.64) 
Inserting Eq. (3.57) into the term -&P,,M,,Q(k) and using 
-&,P,M,,P(k) = P(k) we obtain 
ik l,,PoM, P(k) - ik ~~,,PoMoK, P(k) = P,, - &P,,M’*)(k) P(k) 
- &f’,MoQo(k) + &f’oM,,Ql”W) P(k) 
+ 4,PoM,,Q2(k) Q(k)- j.,,P,,M”‘(k) Q(k), (3.65) 
where 
Q;‘)(k) = ,f (ik)“‘K,,,, .j= 1, 2, I 32 
i 
ifj= 1 
,,1 = / 31 if,j=O. 
(3.66) 
The 1.h.s. of Eq. (3.65) can be written as 
ik[i.,,P,,M, P,,-2~,~~‘P,,M,,Phrl,,P,,-r,,r, ‘P,,M,,PM, P,] P(k) 
= -ikc,, ‘P(k), (3.67) 
where the formulas (3.37)-(3.42) leading to Eq. (3.43) have been used. 
Thus 
P(k) = - (c,,/ik) P,, + (c,,/ik) i.,,P,M,,F, + (cJik) i,P,,M,Q~“(k) 
+ (c,,/ik) E.,,P,,M’*‘(k) P(k)- (c,,jik) E.,,P,,M,,Q\“(k) P(k) 
-(c,&) j-,jPcjMc,Q2(k) Q(k) 
+ (c,,/ik) im,,PoM”‘(k) Q(k). (3.68) 
Introducing 
P(k) = P,(k) - P,(k) P(k) - PJk) Q(k), (3.69) 
where 
P,(k)= i (ik)“A,,, 
,I= I 
(3.70) 
P,(k)= i (ik)“B,,, 
,I = I 
(3.71) 
PI(k)= c (ik)“D,,, 
I, = 0 
(3.72) 
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we infer 
A I= -c,P,[l -c-‘M”P], 
A,, = ( - 1 )“c,&(2/l;c)“+ ‘P,M,P 
+ ( - I )‘I+ ‘(C”/C)(2/3.;c)“+ ‘P,M,P, n 3 0, 
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(3.73) 
,?1 = 0 (3.74) 
+c ‘co&, ,,f, ( - 1 )” “‘(2//1~~)” ‘nPoMoPM,+I PO, n >, 1, 
+c,,i; i (- ~)“~~“‘(~/~~c)“+‘~“‘~~M,~~~,Q~ 
,,, = 0 (3.75) 
+c ‘c,,i.,, i (- 1)“~‘i’(2/1.~c)‘i~“‘PoM,,PM,,+,Q,,, n>O. 
,,I = 0 
Using (3.57) and (3.69) we can also write recursion relations for the coef- 
ficients p,? and q,, of P(k) and Q(k), 
P(k) = i (ik)” P,,, Q(k) = i: (ik)” q,,, (3.76) 
I,= I II = 0 
P ,=A ,, (3.77) 
P,, = A I, ~ i B,, or+ 1 P,,, 1 - i D,, mqnr, n 20, 
,,1 = 0 ,n = 0 
qo = Fo - K, P 11 
q,, = F,,- i K,, 
II- I 
1?1 + I P I,, I 
P?Z = 0 
-nzoL ,,,qm, n2 1. (3.78) 
Equations (3.77) and (3.78) together with (3.61))( 3.63) and (3.73)-(3.75) 
allow us to compute all p,, and q,z, recursively. Now we list a few coef- 
ficients and certain matrix elements explicitly: 
Case I. 
P,I = 03 n> -1, (3.79) 
to=qO= To~+(Aoc) ’ P-c ‘To&4,P, (3.80) 
t, =q, =(2/$c)[l -AoTo&Mo] P-(2/4c*)[l -AoToQMo] P 
- {~.0To&14, +(2/A,c)[l -AoToQMo] PM, 
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+c’ ‘[I -iJ-,,oM,,] PM,) 
x jT,,Q+ (i,~,) ‘[I -i.,,T,,QM,,] P), 
(I4 f,u) = (c, you) = 0, 
(D, t, u) = (v, q, u) = -2/i.,,, 
(3.81 
(3.82 
(3.83 
(v, t,u) = (II, qzu) = (4/i$c) + (4jAic’)(v, Miu) + 4,‘i,c’)(r, Miu)’ (3.84) 
- (4/&c’)(c, M,‘,T,,M,u). 
Cases II (a)-(c). 
P I= -coP,[l -c ‘M,,P], (3.85) 
qo= ~c,@2~+ (E.clcl ‘II -&ToQM,,l P+c,,ji.,,T,,~M,P,, 
+(2/&e) ‘[I -A,,T,~M,,] PMoPo 
+I’ ‘[l -i.,,T,,gM,,J PM,P,,) 
x P,[l -c ~‘M,P], (3.86) 
pop= (2col4,~) PoMoR (3.87) 
P,:v = 0, n> -1, (3.88 ) 
(c, t ,u)=(v, p ,u)=O, (3.89) 
(v, T()U) = (u, pou) = (c, q,u) = 0, (3.40) 
(v, t,u)=(L!,q,U)= -4&, ’ (.Jc21? (3.91 ) 
Remark that the expressions which are independent of the potential ((3.82) 
(3.83), (3.89) and (3.90)) are the same as the corresponding ones in the 
(u, v) # 0 case [2, Section 31. Furthermore, expression (3.91) is formally 
equal to its counterpart in 121. 
Finally, we comment on a different possibility to develop the above 
recursion scheme. From the fact that 
(z&,(k) u)* = (sign V) uR,( -k) u(sign V) (3.92) 
one derives 
t,: = (sign Y) I,,(sign V), t,, = (sign V) t,T(sign C’). (3.93) 
In particular, defining 
f. = (sign V) c(sign V) (3.94) 
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one infers that the w_hole formalism (recursion relations, etc.) can be 
developed in terms of T,, p, Q (cf. Eq. (3.5)) instead of T,,, P, &, etc. As an 
example we consider Case I: 
The coefficient t,, given by (3.80), can also be written as 
t,=Qf,+(&c) -I P-c-‘PM,QT,. (3.95) 
This implies 
To@ = @iio. (3.96) 
Similarity, t, given by (3.81), also equals 
t, =(2/@)P[l-3.,,M,~T,]-(2/i~c*)P[l -&M,&] 
- {QT,+(i,c)-’ P[l-1.,M,fjT,]} 
x { i.,M, of0 + (2/&r) M,P[ 1 - &M,QPO] 
+c -‘M,P[l -&M,Q&]} (3.97) 
such that 
t,,P= T&P=O, Pt, = PQ& = 0. (3.98) 
4. SCATTERING MATRIX, LEVINSON'S THEOREM 
Now, we investigate the low-energy behavior of the on-shell scattering 
matrix and the trace of the resolvent difference by applying the results of 
Sections 2 and 3. In contrast to the study of the T-matrix, presented in 
these sections, the cases (u, u) = 0 and (u, u) # 0 allow a similar treatment. 
So we restrict ourselves to a short presentation of the results for the 
(u, u) = 0 case here. For more detaik the reader is referred to the detailed 
investigation of the case (u, u) # 0 in [2, Sects. 4 and 51. 
Assuming the conditions (3.20) throughout, we recall the definition of 
the off-shell scattering amplitude 
f;.,,:?(k)= Wk) ‘“OP&> k) Q&(&z, k)), Imk> -a/2, k#O, Ed= +l, 
(4.1) 
@;(E,, k, x) = u(x) E”J~‘, @o(E,, k, x) = u(x) eiEJkr, j= 1,2, (4.2) 
and the on-shell scattering matrix in C*, 
(4.3) 
S(k) = 
T’(k) R’(k) 
R’(k) > T(k) ’ 
k > 0. (4.4) 
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Here 
S++(k)= T’(k)=T’(k)=S (k) (4.5 ) 
denote the transmission coefficients and 
S +(k) = R’(k), S, (k)=R’(k) (4.6) 
represent the reflection coefficients from the left and from the right. 
Employing the low-energy expansion (3.23) of T(k) we get 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume conditions (3.20). Then the on-shell .scuttering 
matrix S(k) is analytic with respect to k in Im k > -a/2. In particular ice get 
the following TaJllor expansion in k around k = 0. 
S,,,,(k) = i (W” .$:‘,‘,> 
,I = I) 
(4.7) 
where 
.sj;j? = 6,,oS,,,,2 + 2 ‘E.,, 
II + I y II + I ‘, i 
x ,A 
C ( -E,)‘( -1-:2)“1(1! m!)- ‘(( )‘v, t,,, , , ,,,( . )“’ u) 
17, =0 
(4.8) 
with q = 0 in Case I and q = -1 in Cases II (a)-(c). Moreover, the leading 
coefficients in Case I read 
do’ = d,:,,., - I J.1’2 _ ’ (4.9) 
,s~‘) = 2(E,ic) i., 1.2 I + 2(&c’) ‘(v, M;u) - 2c ‘(II, M;T,,M,u) + 2c ‘(v, M;u)’ 
+ (Ez -i:,)[(ioc) ‘(( ) c, u) 
-c~~‘((‘)c, T,M,u)+c ‘((.)v,u)(v,M;u)] 
-c,E?[~ ‘&,((.)c,T,(.)u)-(2~) ‘&((.)v,u)(~,M~(~)u) 
-t (2c) ‘(( ) v, u): - (2c) ’ A,((. Iv, u)((. 1 u, ToM,u) 
+ (2C”) ’ A,( ( ) v, u)z(v, M$.d)] (4.10) 
and in Cases II (a)-(c), 
P’ = 6,, ,,? -i., ‘2 I + [lC,l’-tE (’ c 2 , 2-E,C,(.2-E,E2)(.212]j[1~~,12+ /cJ2] 
(4.1 I ) 
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where T, and M, are given by Eqs. (3.4) and (2.9), respectively, and c,, c2 
are defined in Eq. (2.3 1). 
Proqj: The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1 of [2]. In 
addition to the expressions (3.79)-(3.91) one calculates in Case I (using 
Eq. (3.98)), 
(v,t,(.)~)=((.)v,t,~)=2(3.~c)-‘((~)v,u)-2(~~c)~‘((~)v,T~M~u) 
+2(&c*) I((. ) v, u)(v, k&4), (4.12) 
((.)u,to(.)u)=((.)v,T,(.)u)-c~‘((.)v,u)(u,M,(.)u) 
+(~o~)~‘((~)v,~)~-c~~‘((~)v,~)((.)u, T&fou) 
+c-‘(( . ) u, u)*(u, M$) (4.13) 
and in Cases 11 (a)-(c), 
(v, to( .)u)=4i,’ c,c,c,, (4.14) 
(( . ) 11, t,u) = 42, ’ CO’;’ c*, (4.15) 
((.)v,t I(+d)=4~(+olc2~2. # (4.16) 
These results show that also in the case (u, v) = 0, the transmission and 
reflection coefficients are formally given by the formulas (4.14) and (4.15) 
of [2]. However, the coefficients c,, j = 1, 2 and slif’, now obviously have a 
different meaning. The same remarks apply to the trace relations in Sec- 
tion 5 of [2]. In fact Lemmas (5.1))(5.3) are independent of whether 
(u, u) = 0 or (u, u) # 0 and hence Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold in the case 
(u, v) = 0 treated here as well. The only difference concerns the actual 
values of the coefficients d,, which in general depend on the details of the 
interaction V. As an example, we state Levinson’s theorem explicitly. 
Denote by 6(k) the phase shift defined as 
det S(k) = e2”‘lk), k>O, d(co)=O (4.17) 
and let N, be the number of (negative and simple) eigenvalues of H. Then 
we can show in an analogous way as in [2] 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume conditions (3.20). Then 
6(0 + I= n(N, + A - 11, iqco)=O, 
bvhere 
A 
I-’ 
in Case I, 
-I= 
0 in Cases 11 (a))(c). 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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Finally, we remark that generalizations of the above results relaxing the 
stringent conditions for the decrease of V at infinity (i.e., replacing the 
exponential falloff of V at infinity by ( 1 + 1 I”) 1’~ L’(R) for suitable p 3 2) 
go through as in Section 6 of 121. 
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